Additional Foundational Activities

Planning and Preparation

The first step is sometimes the hardest. The process of developing an MDT is complex, time consuming and often takes longer than planners anticipate. The Orange County Forensic Center spent a year just building relationships. However, those who overcome the barriers would never go back to their “silos”, even though the transformation can be difficult.

Taking the time initially to think through all of the issues identified in this guide will increase the chances of a successful program implementation.

Getting Started

There are a number of steps that can be taken prior to implementation of an MDT. Building a foundation for the development of your MDT will ensure its smooth – at least smoother - adoption. Convening a team and conducting these necessary studies will save time and frustration in the end. The main task right now is to build buy-in from community stakeholders. In addition to the needs assessment, you may want to (each is described in greater detail below):

- Convene a study team or task force
- Conduct a feasibility study
- Develop a business plan
- Develop a sustainability plan
- Write a persuasive report for stakeholders

Convene a Study Team or Task Force

The first activity is to convene a team of individuals from the community to serve as a Study Team or Task Force. Although representation from a range of stakeholders is desirable, the team needs to be cohesive to conduct these first few community studies. It might be advantageous to use some stakeholders as consultants rather than full-fledged team members.

The Task Force is going to answer:

- What is the problem?
- What is it we want to accomplish?
- What are the outcomes (how will we know we were successful?)
Establish Organizational Rules

Before the team starts working, adopt a set of organizational rules. When the team does start working together, these rules can serve as a checklist. For example:

- Identify (elect) a leader
- Identify the goal(s) of the Task Force
- Agree on the steps and documents needed to achieve the goal
- Establish commitment from team members
- Establish rules for disagreements

Know Your State Statutes

The Task Force will need to become familiar with state statutes guiding MDTs (see the Toolkit item: Statutory Review of Multidisciplinary Teams and Information Sharing). In most states the MDT will have to function in the absence of legislative authority. Additional state statutes the Task Force will need to be mindful of (available at https://www.justice.gov/elderjustice/elder-justice-statutes) include:

- State adult protective services statutes
- Law enforcement statutes
- Long-term care facilities statutes
- Guardianship and conservatorship statutes (APS can act as guardian in some states)
- Mandatory reporting statutes

Conduct a Feasibility Study

Once you can demonstrate that a need exists for an MDT, a feasibility study will be needed to establish that such a program is feasible. A feasibility study is a formal method of evaluating the project's potential for success based largely on the costs required and value added. A feasibility study consists of an agreed upon number of interviews (and, possibly, focus groups) conducted among those inside and outside the organization. The feasibility study should help you decide whether to invest further time and resources in the MDT. The feasibility study assesses five areas:

- Technical
  - Is there technical expertise to handle launching the MDT?
  - Is there sufficient hardware and software to launch the MDT?
• Economic
  o Are there sufficient economic benefits to launching the MDT?
  o Are there sufficient resources to launch the MDT?

• Legal
  o Does the MDT meet legal requirements and observe restrictions?

• Operational
  o Does the MDT have an operational framework?
  o Does the MDT solve the problem?

• Scheduling
  o How long will it take to develop and launch the MDT?

Develop a Business Plan
Developed next is the business plan, including a budget,\textsuperscript{XV} which is a detailed account of how the organization will operate.\textsuperscript{XVI} On the financial side, the business plan is used to show funders how and when your MDT will stop receiving subsidies and become sustainable.\textsuperscript{XVII}

Develop a Sustainability Plan
Next, a sustainability plan (as opposed to a fundraising plan) will be needed to demonstrate to stakeholders that the MDT approach is not only financially feasible but is sustainable.\textsuperscript{XVIII} The sustainability plan will answer the question of how the MDT will be funded.\textsuperscript{XIX} Depending on the size and complexity of the MDT, initial costs may include staff time (including travel time, meals) and the MDT Coordinator.\textsuperscript{XX} Admittedly, few teams have paid staff, with many staff sharing responsibilities.\textsuperscript{XXI} However, it is recommended that the MDT employ at least one paid staff person with responsibility for coordination of the MDT and other administrative functions. Staff time should be calculated to gain leverage with funding agencies. Other costs might include:

• Coordinating the team (MDT Coordinator salary)
• Producing and disseminating meeting materials
• Implementing team recommendations\textsuperscript{XXII}

Community partnerships can seek funding from various sources, including federal (e.g., Bureau of Justice Assistance), state (e.g., state agencies on aging, APS, criminal justice services, attorneys general, public health departments, VOCA), and local governments; foundations such as Archstone Foundation in California\textsuperscript{XXIII},
businesses (hospitals); faith-based and community-based organizations; and individuals. Consider hiring an intern or volunteer for assistance with administrative tasks.

At times, innovations that require legislative changes to fund the MDT might be considered. For example:

- Designate a small percentage of the fees associated with commonly applied for licenses (e.g., a driver’s license or a marriage license) for elder justice activities.
- Designate a small percentage of the civil and criminal penalties in cases involving elder abuse to build an Elder Justice Penalty Fund.

Write a Persuasive Report for Community Stakeholders

Once all of these foundational documents are completed, the information will need to be synthesized to justify the need for a MDT. The purpose of the report is to persuade and convince community stakeholders that the groundwork has been completed and concludes that there is a need for a new way of responding to elder abuse.

**Anticipate management’s concerns**

Obtain buy-in from stakeholders by anticipating and addressing lingering stakeholder concerns in the report, for example:

- Confidentiality
- Data management
- Costs
- Time commitment
- Staffing
- Office space
End Notes
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For an example a sustainability template see: https://www.google.com/search?q=www.google.com&oq=www.g&aqs=chrome.3.69i60l2j69i57j69i59j0j5.3791j0j4&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8#q=how+to+write+a+sustainability+plan
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